Large scale of short text records are now prevalent, such as news highlights, scientific paper citations, and posted messages in a discussion forum, which are often stored as set records in (hidden) databases. Many interesting information retrieval tasks are correspondingly raised on the correlation query over these short text records, such as finding hot topics over news highlights and searching related scientific papers on a certain topic. However, current relational database management systems (RDBMS) do not directly provide support on set correlation query. Thus, in this paper, we address both the effectiveness and efficiency issues of set correlation query over set records in databases. First, we present a framework of set correlation query inside databases. To our best knowledge, only the Pearson's correlation can be implemented to construct token correlations by using RDBMS facilities. Thereby, we propose a novel correlation coefficient to extend Pearson's correlation, and provide a pure-SQL implementation inside databases. We further propose optimal strategies to set up correlation filtering threshold, which can greatly reduce the query time. Our theoretical analysis proves that, with a proper setting of filtering threshold, we can improve the query efficiency with a little effectiveness loss. Finally, we conduct extensive experiments to show the effectiveness and efficiency of proposed correlation query and optimization strategies.
INTRODUCTION
Short text records become more and more popular, which are often stored as set records in (hidden) databases. For Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. example, in many news agencies web sites, instead of offering full text documents, often, news highlights are shown on the front page to attract users' interests. These news short highlights are examples of set records. Given another example, in many scientific paper citation web sites, such as Citeseer and ACM Portal, paper citations are given in the form of short texts. Other examples of short texts as set records include users' text inputs in the logs of a search engine and reply messages in a discussion forum. Efficient set similarity operators over such set records have been well studied [2, 15, 22] .
With the emerging of these short text records, a very useful yet interesting query, correlation query, has been introduced in many applications to find the correlated records (e.g., with similar topics [36] ). For example, in order to detect hot topics among the news highlights from different news agencies (e.g. BBC, CNN, and AOL), we can conduct a correlation query for each highlight (a short set record) to find a number of other highlights in the database that are correlated to the query on similar topics. The set record that has the most number of correlated records can be treated as the hot topic in the current database. Given another example application on managing scientific literature data, literature records can be collected from different personal web pages, official publication web sites (IEEE or ACM), and conference proceedings. As shown in Table 1 , we usually store paper citations as set records in databases. Again, it is promising to conduct a query of correlated records over set records in this database. For example, suppose that a fresh postgraduate student want to search papers related to "record linkage". A comprehensive correlation query result is expected to return the literatures in "duplicate record detection", "reference reconciliation" and "entity resolution" as well. Motivated by these interesting applications, we study the correlation query over large scale set records in databases.
Unfortunately, current relational database management systems (RDBMS) do not directly provide support on correlation query. A novel framework should be studied by using current RDBMS facilities to support the correlation query on set records effectively and efficiently inside databases. We emphasize the importance of implementing correlation query inside RDBMS, since it can be naturally extended to correlation join over set records as well. With the implementation in RDBMS, correlation query can benefit in the following aspects. First, we can utilize the optimization facilities provided by RDBMS engine, such as join order selection, to automatically achieve the optimal performance [9, 5, 18] . Second, with the help of RDBMS, we can handle very large Reference reconciliation in complex information spaces; Xin Dong; record linkage, merge/purge, deduplication, reference matching, object identification, identity uncertainty size of correlations for real-world vocabularies, for example, consider the vocabulary from the Web. Therefore, in this study, we mainly focus on seeking and querying correlations inside databases.
Contributions. In this paper, motivated by the huge amount of set records stored in databases, we address both the effectiveness and efficiency issues in the correlation query over set records in databases. To our best knowledge, this is a first attempt to support correlation query over set records inside databases. Our contributions in this paper are summarized as follows:
• We introduce a framework for representing and querying correlations in databases (in Section 3), and present a pure-SQL implementation of correlation query by utilizing the optimization facilities in current RDBMS. By utilizing the facility provided by RDBMS, we can process the correlation query efficiently and address the issue of scalability. Furthermore, the SQL-based implementation of correlation query can be extended easily to support other applications on set records.
• We develop a novel token inverted correlation function based on the co-occurrence statistics of tokens in records (in Section 4), which extends and outperforms the Pearson's correlation coefficient in terms of effectiveness.
• Our theoretical analysis proves that with a certain filtering threshold, we can improve query efficiency with a little effectiveness loss (in Section 5). Our extensive experiments also confirm the optimization analysis.
• Our proposed method achieves about 20% higher accuracy of query results and costs little extra runtime compared to the similarity matching query. The proposed approach scales well under large data sizes in the experiments (in Section 6).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 3, we introduce a query framework with respect to correlations on the set record, and the corresponding implementation in RDBMS. Section 4 presents the definition of token correlations, as well as the construction of correlations inside databases. Section 5 addresses how to answer correlation queries efficiently, and provides theoretical analysis for optimization issues. Section 6 demonstrates the performance of our approach in the experiments. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 7.
RELATED WORK
Techniques on set similarity operators over set records have been well studied [2, 15, 22] , where the matching similarity is mainly considered between set records. Instead of set similarity, in this paper, we mainly focus on operators of set correlation. In order to evaluate the correlated set records, most of the correlation query approaches [7, 19, 38] use the Pearson's correlation coefficient [37] to measure correlations, which can also be implemented in databases.
Recently, Sahami and Heilman [30] measure the correlation between short set records by leveraging web search results to provide greater context for short texts. Thus, the correlation relies heavily on the quantity of search results. Chirita et al. [10] propose the query expansion by using users' personalized information. Several techniques for determining expansion terms from personal documents are introduced, including co-occurrence statistics and external thesauri. Theobald et al. [34] also study the query expansion in a dynamical and incremental way. A priority queue is used for maintaining result candidates and pruning of candidates together with probabilistic estimators of candidate scores. Liu et al. [26] utilized the WordNet to formulate the correlation between word tokens in documents. However, these techniques require knowledge outside databases and can hardly be directly applicable by using current RDBMS facilities. In this paper, instead of using the general domain knowledge outside databases, we are interested in conducting correlation quires inside databases.
The retrieval of small text records as sentence level is also studied in [27, 1, 4, 25, 24] . Li and Croft [25, 24] learn sentence level information patterns from the training data to identify potential answers. Murdock and Croft [28] conduct the sentence retrieval as translations from the query to the results. A parallel corpus has to be exploited for training the translation model. Fung and Lee [13] also develop the correlations of new words for translation, by considering the co-occurrence of other (seed) words in the sentences. Cao et al. [8] develop a dependency model to incorporate the co-occurrence information in language modeling. Unfortunately, the proposed techniques with language models are too complicated to be supported by using the current RDBMS facilities, and again, not directly applicable in our correlation query (as well as join) problem inside databases.
Furthermore, learnable similarity metrics on set records have been investigated in recent studies. For example, Jin et al. [20] propose a supervised term weighting scheme by considering the correlation between word frequency and category information of documents. Bilenko and Mooney [6] compute the comparison similarity vector of two records and classify the vector as similar or not with a similarity value output. Sarawagi et.al. [32] propose an active leaning approach by picking up the most uncertain data which will be labeled manually. These approaches are learning techniques, which need training data sets. Different from the learning approach, in this paper, we mainly focus on the approaches that explore correlations inside the dataset and do not require pre-labeled training data.
Hofmann [16, 17] proposes the probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA), which addresses the problem of different words with a similar meaning or the same concept. However, the probabilistic latent semantic analysis as an extension of latent semantic analysis LSA [12] is a type of dimension reduction techniques. Rather than removing the 
SET CORRELATION QUERY
In this work, we consider set records stored in relational databases. This section provides a framework to support correlation query inside databases. Formally, we define the correlation query problem over set records as follows:
Problem 3.1 (Correlation Query). Given a query q (a set record with several tokens as well), the correlation query returns the records r ranked by cor(q, r), where cor is the correlation between q and r.
Query Framework
Due to the sparse features of text data, we extend a vertical schema to store set records [5] . The data storage scenario in query framework is illustrated in Figure 1 . Specifically, we segment each record into a set of tokens (e.g. words or q-grams) and store all the pairs of token tid and record rid in the table records(tid, rid). As presented in Section 4, we can compute a correlation weight of each token pair in the database. These token correlations corresponding with their weights are represented in the view, correlation(t i , t j , w ij ), where w ij denotes the correlation weight cor(t i , t j ) between tokens t i and t j .
Similarity matching-based query of short text strings in databases has been studied by [11, 14, 9, 3] . The query is directly performed on records based on matching tokens between the query and records. As shown in Figure 2 (a), we can evaluate the similarity matching query in our framework by conducting a Join operation on the query and records tables with query.tid = records.tid, i.e., the similarity matching query:
The similarity matching query generates all candidate records which have common matching tokens with the query, when the results of T s are grouped by the record rid. For each group of a record, we can compute an aggregation score as the matching similarity, e.g., sim(q, r) = |q ∩ r|.
To answer correlation queries, we have to consider all the pairs of tokens (t i , t j ) between the query q and record r. Based on the pairs of tokens with correlations, we can determine the correlation of the query q and r. Therefore, as shown in Figure 2 (b), we consider the correlations between set records in the query and records directly one by one. Specifically, for each pair of query and record (q, r), we have to search the correlation data frequently, since the Figure 1 , we conduct a Cartesian product on the tables of query and records to generate a large number of results as candidates. Then, token correlations are performed on these pairs of candidates to select the records with highest correlations, i.e., the q − r − c correlation query order:
The correlation query with q − r − c order considers all the possible combination of token pairs across the query and each record, and then checks whether the correlations between those token pairs exist. Again, after finding all the candidates of query results in T c , the efficient facilities in RDBMS, such as GROUP BY and ORDER BY, can be utilized directly for aggregating and ranking the results.
Moreover, since the data are stored in a relational database, we can automatically optimize the correlation query by utilizing the efficient facilities provided by RDBMS, such as join order selection. Note that the results of Cartesian product are large in size according to the q − r − c correlation query order, where most pairs of tokens might not have correlations. Thus, rather than enumerating all the pairs of tokens between the query and records, we select the tokens with correlations first. In terms of storage in Figure 1 , we first perform the Join operation on the table of query and correlation, rather than the connecting on query and records. Since the query size is small, the result of the first join step will be small as well. Then, we query the small size output in the records like the similarity matching approaches. Consequently, the correlation query is rewritten in the q − c − r order, T c ← (query tid i correlation) tid j records i.e., first generating all the tokens correlated with the tokens in the query, and then performing the efficient matching with records based on common (matched) tokens. We use SQL to implement correlation queries, thus, the query optimizer of RDBMS can automatically be used to select the above correct join order based on the join sizes and available indexes.
Note that this framework can be naturally extended to correlation join over set records as well. That is, we replace query with set records on attribute A 1 in Figure 1 , and records denote the set records on attribute A 2 . Then, the correlation join over A 1 and A 2 can be evaluated, which is out of the scope of this paper.
Record Correlation
We now define the correlation between two set records. There are many distance functions designed for measuring string similarity, including matching coefficient, Jaccard coefficient, Euclidean distance, Cosine similarity and so on [31] . These distance functions consider pairs of matched tokens between two strings, where the relationship between matched tokens are one-to-one. In our correlation query case, instead of matched token pairs, we study correlated token pairs between query q and record r. Note that the correlations between tokens are many-to-many relationship, that is, one token may be correlated with several tokens in the other set record.
Given a query q and a record r, C(q, r) is used to represent the set of all the pairs of tokens between q and r whose token correlations are greater than 0.
( 1) where cor(t i , t j ) denotes the token correlation between t i and t j , i.e., w ij in Figure 1 . In the following Section 4, we introduce the construction of such token correlations, i.e., either the Pearson's correlation in formula 3 or our proposed inverted correlation in formula 9. We evaluate both token correlation measures through extensive experiments and report the results Section 6. Consequently, we aggregate all the token correlations cor(t i , t j ) in the set of C(q, r) as the record correlation cor(q, r) =
As mentioned, such record correlation score can be naturally computed by an aggregation query provided by RDBMS, once token correlations cor(t i , t j ) are obtained.
Correlation Query Implementation
As presented in the query framework in Section 3.1, we store the query in the table query(qid). The following algorithm aggregates all the correlation weights of each record. The returned results of rid are ordered in descending order according to the scores. Though the algorithm is implemented with q − c − r order, we can rely on the query optimizer of RDBMS to select the optimal join order, most probably the q − c − r order. In order to evaluate and compare the correlation query and similarity matching query, we also present the implementation of the inverted index-based similarity matching approach. The following algorithm counts all the matching tokens between the query q and the record r as the similarity score and rank the records in the descending order.
SELECT COUNT(*) AS score, r.rid FROM records AS r, query AS q WHERE r.tid = q.tid GROUP BY r.rid ORDER BY score DESC
CORRELATION CONSTRUCTION
As the framework illustrated in Figure 1 and 2, the key issue of supporting correlation query is to construct token correlations inside databases. Many sophisticated work on measuring token correlations have been proposed in information retrieval literature. Unfortunately, due to the limitation of facilities provided by current RDBMS, most of such advanced techniques cannot be supported by databases. To our best knowledge, only the Pearson's correlation coefficient [37] can be implemented inside databases. Therefore, in this section, we extend the Pearson's correlation, namely inverted correlation, and provide corresponding database implementation.
Token Correlation
Assume that we have segmented an unstructured set record into a set of tokens, e.g. words or q-grams. The Pearson's correlation coefficient [37] can be used to compute the correlations between tokens t i and t j .
where Pr(t i ) is the support of t i , i.e. Pr(t i ) =
is the number of records containing token t i and N is the total number of records. In other words, Pr(t i ) also denotes the probability that token t i appears in a record in the database. However, according to the information property of texts, a token that appears frequently in the records in a dataset, i.e., high f (t i ) value, might not be important in evaluating the correlations of records [33, 29] . For example, the word token "and" may appear frequently in set records. However, the correlation between token t i and token "and" does not help greatly in finding correlated records.
Thus, to evaluate the correlations between tokens, we first introduce the concept of inverted probability which has been successfully adopted in the inverse document frequency (idf ) [33, 29] . The idf is based on the essential intuition that a token appears frequently in different documents (records) is not a good discriminator and should be associated with a low feature weight; while a token with a low document frequency means that it is more relevant to those documents where it appears. The basic formula of idf is:
where N denotes the total number of documents (records), and f (t i ) is the number of documents (records) that contain token t i . Similar to the case of documents in idf, we replace the documents by our set records in this study. Specifically, motivated by successes of the inverted document frequency in retrieval of correlated text documents, we propose the inverted probability of a token t i , which is defined as:
where P i(t i ) denotes the inverted probability of token t i . A higher frequency f (t i ) of token t i appearing in records indicates a lower inverted probability value P i(t i ). Moreover, considering the case that two tokens t i and t j appear together, we define the joint inverted probability of t i and t j as:
where f (t i , t j ) denotes the number of records where both token t i and t j appear, i.e. the joint frequency of (t i , t j ).
Note that we can model the correlation relationship of token co-occurrence using a conditional probability. Given two tokens t i and t j , the conditional probability of t j appearing in a record when t i has already appeared in the same record is:
where Pr(t i , t j ) denotes the probability of t i and t j appearing together in a record. Now, similar to the conditional probability in Equation 7, we can compute the token correlations according to the inverted probability with token frequency. Note that the conditional probability describes an asymmetric relationship from t i to t j . With the inverted probability, we define the asymmetric correlation from token t i to t j as:
where we have Cor(t j | t i ) = Cor(t i | t j ). However, in the real world, we prefer to describing the correlations between two tokens in a symmetric way, i.e. if t i is correlated with t j then t j is also correlated with t i . Therefore, we define the token correlations formally in a symmetric style by considering both Cor(t j | t i ) and Cor(t i | t j ).
Definition 4.1 (Token Inverted Correlation). Given two tokens t i and t j , the token correlation between t i and t j can be represented by:
where f (t i ) and f (t j ) denote the number of records containing t i and t j respectively, f (t i , t j ) is the number of records with both t i and t j , and N is the total number of records in the database.
The semantic meaning of the correlation between tokens t i and t j is described as the probabilistic relationship of these two tokens appearing together in the same records within the whole database. Specifically, the larger the value of f (t i , t j ) is, the higher the correlation between t i and t j . Thus, two tokens appearing together frequently have high correlation. On the other hand, for a fixed f (t i , t j ) observation, if the frequency values f (t i ) and f (t j ) of tokens t i and t j are large, the correlation is low. Thereby, if two tokens t i and t j always appear together in the same records, i.e. f (t i , t j ) = f (t i ) = f (t j ), we have the correlation cor(t i , t j ) = 1. The intuition can also be extended to the correlation between the token t i and itself, i.e. cor(t i , t i ) = 1. If two tokens t i and t j never appear together in the same records, i.e. f (t i , t j ) = 0, then there is no correlation between these two tokens, i.e., cor(t i , t j ) = 0. In fact, according to the definition of token correlation, we have the following property:
Property 4.1. If the correlation cor(t i , t j ) between two tokens t i and t j exists, we have the correlation value in the range of 0 < cor(t i , t j ) ≤ 1.
Proof. At first, in the real application, we have f (t) N , i.e. N f (t) > 1. If the correlation between two tokens t i and t j exists, then these two tokens should appear together in some records, i.e., 0 < f (t i , t j ) N . Since each log N f (t) > 0 and log N f (t i ,t j ) > 0, the condition 0 < cor(t i , t j ) is satisfied. Moreover, intuitively, t i and t j appearing together in the records implicates that t i must exist in these records. Therefore, we have f (t i , t j ) ≤ f (t i ) and f (t i , t j ) ≤ f (t j ), which implies log
, and
It is the same for the Cor(t i | t j ) ≤ 1. Consequently, we also have cor(t i , t j ) ≤ 1. To sum up the above arguments, the correlation with 0 < cor(t i , t j ) ≤ 1 is satisfied.
Database Implementation
We start from the dataset that has already been represented in the table records(tid, rid). First, we count the times of each token pair appearing in the records, i.e., f (t i , t j ) in equation 9, and store the generated tuples (t i , t j , f (t i , t j )) in the correlation view with schema correlation(tid 1 , tid 2 , weight). Note that f (t i ) of each token is also computed by this step and represented as (t i , t i , f (t i )). Then, we count all the number of records in the table of records, namely @N. Next, we perform the correlation computation according to Equation 9. Consider a tuple of correlation c3 in the algorithm with (tid1, tid2, weight). Let c1.weight be the frequency of token c3.tid1 and c2.weight be the frequency of token c3.tid2, according to the definition in Equation 9 the correlation weight of c3 can be computed as:
Finally, we update the correlation weight in correlation. The SQL statement for token correlation construction is described as follows. 
CORRELATION FILTER
According to the correlation query framework, the number of token correlations affects performance of correlation queries. Thus, we try to improve the query efficiency by reducing the size of token correlations. Specifically, we investigate the interaction between the number of token correlations (correlation count) and the importance of token correlations (correlation weight). Intuitively, two tokens with low correlation weights have small probability of appearing together, in other words, they are less important in our correlation query. In fact, noisy data often exist in real applications, and some false correlations with low weights might be generated by isolated noise. Therefore, we can set a minimum correlation threshold η to filter out those token correlations with low correlation weights. If the threshold η is small, noisy correlations are taken into account in ranking the results. Consequently, the noisy correlations affect the results largely. On the other hand, with the increase of threshold η, only those correlations with high weights are reserved, which are close to 1. Thereby, the difference between the correlation query and similarity matching query also becomes small, and two approaches tend to get similar query results. From the above discussion, we can find out that setting a proper filtering threshold is essential to improve both the efficiency and effectiveness of a correlation query.
Foundations
A good filter should remove non-important correlations and reserve the important correlations as many as possible. Here, the importance of correlations is represented by the correlation weight. In the rest of this section, we provide an estimated range of correlations as a guideline of threshold selection, and prove that we can use less number of correlations to represent more important correlations in that correlation range.
In order to evaluate the balance of reserving more important correlation information and reducing more number of correlations, we compare the distributions of correlations on correlation numbers and correlation weights. We show the statistics of correlation distributions of RCV1 and NSF datasets in Figure 3 . For a correlation weight x, the frequency distribution bar f (x) denotes the normalized number of correlations with the weight x, i.e., correlation weight distributions. From Figure 3 , we find that the correlations are not distributed uniformly in the whole range of correlation value (0, 1]. A curve of the nominal distribution is also plotted to compare with the frequency distribution, and we observe similar patterns in both two datasets.
Based on the frequency distribution observation on the RCV1 and NSF datasets, we model the correlation distribution as the nominal distribution. Let random variable X be the token correlation weight, we consider the following two distributions.
The distribution of X in terms of the number of correlations. Each correlation is treated as a unit of statistic sample. The probability density function f c (x) describes the probability distribution of X on the number of correlations. The cumulative distribution function F c (x) denotes the probability of X less than x, P (X ≤ x), in terms of correlation count. The estimation of µ c and σ 2 c can be described as:
where n is the total number of correlations. The probability density function of N c represents the distribution of X on correlation counts, e.g. how many number of correlations with the correlation weight in the range of 0.1 < X < 0.2.
The distribution of X in terms of the weight of correlations. Each unit of correlation weight is treated as a statistic sample, while each correlation with weight x i is treated as a number of x i statistic samples. The probability density function f s (x) describes the probability distribution of X on the weight of correlations. The cumulative distribution function F s (x) denotes the probability of X less than x, P (X ≤ x), in terms of correlation weight. The estimation of µ s and σ 2 s is given bŷ
where n i=1 x i denotes the total units of correlation weights. The variable X is the same with the distribution 1, but the distributions of the variable are different. In the distribution 1, one correlation with weight x i is counted as 1 time, however, for distribution 2, we treat the correlation as x i units and count one correlation with weight x i for x i times. The probability density function of distribution 2 represents the distribution of X on correlation weights, e.g. how many weight units of correlations with the correlation weights in the range of 0.1<X<0.2. Recall that our record correlation function also aggregates the correlation weights. Now we discuss the selection of the minimum threshold η, in order to efficiently and effectively achieve the optimal query results. First, we present the relationship between the estimate values µ c and µ s of distribution 1 N c and distribution 2 N s . Then, for a given value x between µ c and µ s , we can exploit the bounds of the cumulative distribution function F c (x) and F s (x). Finally, we prove that by setting a certain filtering threshold, we can remove more less important correlations without losing much query effectiveness.
Theorem 5.1. Let µ c be the estimate value of distribution 1 N c and µ s be the estimate value of distribution 2 N s , and then we have µ c ≤ µ s . Proof. According to the definition of correlation, all the correlation weights have 0 < x i < 1. Therefore,
i.e. we have proved µ c ≤ µ s .
Proof. If a variable X is normally distributed with mean µ and variance σ 2 , the definition of cumulative distribution function F (x) can be described as:
According to the property of cumulative distribution function, we have F (µ) = 0.5; for x ≥ µ, then F (x) ≥ 0.5; and vice versa. Consider the value x ∈ [µ c , µ s ], in the distribution N c , we have x ≥ µ c thus F c (x) ≥ 0.5; and also in the distribution N s , x ≤ µ s indicates F s (x) ≤ 0.5.
Theorem 5.3. By setting the minimum threshold η of correlation weight in the range of µ c ≤ η ≤ µ s , we can use less than 50% number of correlations to represent more than 50% correlation weights (importance).
Proof. Recall that F c (x) denotes the proportion of the number of correlations with weights less than x, while F s (x) denotes the proportion of the total weights (importance) of correlations with weights less than x. For a certain threshold η, the value of cumulative distribution function F (η) indicates the proportion that are filtered out and (1 − F (η)) represents the reserved parts. According to Theorem 5.2, by setting the minimum threshold η of correlation weights in the range of µ c ≤ η ≤ µ s , the lower bound of the number of correlations that are filtered out is 50%; and the upper bound of the total weight of correlations that are filtered out is also 50%.
Therefore, by setting a minimum correlation threshold η ∈ [µ c , µ s ], we can remove more than 50% of less important correlations, but lose less than 50% correlation weights. In Figure 4 , we present an example of the cumulative distribution function F (x). The µ c of N c is about 0.5 and the µ s of N s is about 0.6. In the range of x ∈ [0.5, 0.6], we have F c (x) ≥ 50% and F s (x) ≤ 50%. With a threshold of η (0.5 ≤ η ≤ 0.6), for example η = 0.5, we can filter out about 50% of correlations but only lose 30% of total correlation weights. In other words, by the filter, we reduce the size of correlations largely but with little loss on the correlation weights.
So far, we have proved that by using a filter with a threshold η around the range of [µ c , µ s ], we can remove more correlations (counts) and lose less correlation importance (weights). In practice, given a set records database, we can compute token correlation distribution first, and then set up the filtering threshold according to the above derived optimal threshold range.
Correlation Filter Implementation
The following algorithm estimates the parameters of µ c and µ s . The first query returns the estimation of µ c according to the definition in equation 12, and the second query result is the estimation of µ s according to the definition in equation 14. Note that the correlation weight between token t i to itself is constant, i.e. cor(t i , t i ) = 1. Therefore, we do not take those tuples of the self-correlations into account and set a condition of tid1 <> tid2 in the algorithm. Finally, we can implement the filter with threshold η and remove all the correlations with weights less than the specified threshold η.
SELECT SUM(weight) / COUNT(*) FROM correlation WHERE tid1 <> tid2 SELECT SUM(weight*weight) / SUM(weight) FROM correlation WHERE tid1 <> tid2 DELETE FROM correlation WHERE weight < $\eta$
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We now present our extensive experimental evaluation, in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency. We compare the correlation query with the similarity matching query. Since the edit operation based approaches like edit distance can only capture limited similarity and fail in many cases such as various word orders [14] , we adopt the vector space based approach as the similarity matching technique, i.e., the matching coefficient sim(q, r) = |q ∩ r| of text [31] . We also compare our inverted correlation in formula 9 with the Pearson's correlation coefficient [37] in formula 3.
Experimental Settings
The experiments are conducted on a machine with Intel Core 2 CPU (2.13 GHz) and 2 GB of memory. RDBMS uses SQL Server 2005.
Datasets. We run the experiments on Reuters Corpus Volume I (RCV1) [23] , which is also a widely used benchmark dataset with category labels in text retrieval area. We abstract m (m = 10 in this experiment) words with the highest tf*idf value from each article as the summary, and merge these m words to an unstructured set record. The category label of each article is also utilized as the label of corresponding record. The second dataset we used in the effectiveness experiments is the 20 Newsgroups (20NG) [21] . The 20NG data are also text entries with data category labels. Similar to the RCV1, we use the 20NG dataset to evaluate the effectiveness in the same way 1 .
Evaluation Criteria. The evaluation criteria address two aspects in the experiments, i.e. the effectiveness and the efficiency. Specifically, we select 100 records from the dataset as queries. For the time performance evaluation, we conduct all the queries and compute the response time as runtime costs. In addition, we also report the number of token correlations left after a minimum correlation threshold applied, since it is directly related to the running time. For the effectiveness, we evaluate the accuracy in the top-k query results. accuracy = number of results with the same label of q total number of results k (17) The accuracy value denotes the correctness of query results, i.e., the query and the results belong to the same labeled category. Higher accuracy of a query means better effectiveness. Here, we do not adopt the f-measure [35] with recall to evaluate the completeness of the top-k results. It is meaningful to tell the high correlation between "NBA" and "basketball", but unreasonable (in real applications) to achieve a complete answer set in top-k results, i.e., to enumerate and return all possible records that are correlated with the query "basketball". Therefore, rather than evaluating the recall, we mainly concern the accuracy of correlation query.
Evaluation on Effectiveness
The first experiment is focused on the effectiveness comparison of correlation query and similarity matching-based query. In this experiment, we do not conduct the filter on token correlations. The program runs on 50,000 records in the RCV 1 dataset and 10,000 records in the 20N G dataset. Figure 5 and 6 shows the accuracy of top-k results by three different approaches, including the similarity matching, the inverted correlation proposed in this paper, and the Pearson's correlation coefficient. As shown in the results, these three approaches achieve high accuracy in the top-20 results. These highly correlated result records have considerable common tokens with each other, thus the similarity matching-based query can also identify the correlation relationship. However, when larger sizes of query results are needed, for example top-100 or top-200, the relationships between the query and records can hardly be detected by only using the overlaps of matching tokens. Therefore, with the increase of result sizes, the accuracy of similarity matching-based query drops quickly, while our correlation query achieves comparatively high accuracy. Most importantly, our token inverted correlation shows a higher accuracy comparing with the Pearson's correlation coefficient, which also verifies the derivation in Section 4.1. To summarize, the experiment results demonstrate the effectiveness of our correlation queries.
Evaluation on Correlation Filter
In this experiment, we study the improvement of effectiveness by applying the correlation filter. Recall that noisy correlations may affect the query results. The filtering strategy is to set a minimum correlation weight threshold η. We evaluate the effect of correlation filter by reporting the results of accuracy ( Figure 7) . First, we can improve the effectiveness by introducing a filter in the correlation query. As shown in the Figure 7 , the accuracy of query results improves by using the minimum threshold filter η = 0.4. By setting this threshold, we filter out the correlations with weights less than 0.4, which are less important (such as noisy data). On the other hand, if the threshold is set too large, the accuracy drops as shown in Figure 7 with η = 0.6. As we increase the threshold η, more correlations are filtered out, and the query can only rely on the matching tokens and few correlations still left. Thus, the results of correlation query are closer to the similarity matching ones, when the threshold is brought near 1.
To estimate the filtering threshold, we observe the distribution of correlations at first, and compute the estimation value of µ c = 0.505 and µ s = 0.566 according to the definition in Section 4.2. According to Lemma 5.3, by set- ting µ c ≤ η ≤ µ s , we can reduce more than 50% number of correlations while reserve more than 50% correlation information. Therefore, in order to improve the efficiency without losing too much accuracy, the threshold η is preferred around the range of [µ c , µ s ] to guarantee the tradeoff between the correlation count (size) and correlation weight (importance). The results in Figure 9 also confirm that by setting η = 0.55 ∈ [0.505, 0.566], we can reduce the number of correlations significantly and with a little loss on effectiveness ( Figure 8 ) compared with η = 0.4 or 0.5. In fact, the estimation of µ c and µ s is a guideline strategy of choosing threshold. As the threshold increases, the values of F c (x) and F s (x) become closer in the cumulative distribution function. In other words, the difference between the number of correlations (N c ) and the importance of correlations (N s ) is smaller. Since we could no longer keep all highly important correlations by a smaller number of correlations, the accuracy drops quickly as shown in Figure 7 with η = 0.6.
Evaluation on Scalability
This experiment demonstrates the scalability of our approach in different data sizes. We perform a number of 100 queries on the data sizes from 10,000 to 50,000 respectively. For the effectiveness, we observe the number of results returned in different data scales and the accuracy of the top-200 results for each data size. For the efficiency, we study the correlation size under several filters and compare the runtime costs with the similarity matching-based query.
In Figure 8 , we compare the effectiveness of different approaches. Our correlation query achieves a higher accuracy under different data sizes. Moreover, the results of correlation query with different filters are quite similar. By increasing the threshold, the accuracy arises at η = 0.4 and η = 0.5, then drops back to the original level when η = 0.6, but still without losing too much accuracy.
In Figure 10 , we illustrate the time performance of our approach. The runtime costs largely depend on the size of correlations in the computation. As shown in Figure 9 , the number of correlations increases approximately in linear with the increasing of dataset size under different thresholds. By applying a filter, we can reduce the runtime costs largely. When the threshold η = 0.6, the time costs of correlation query are even quite similar to the similarity matching-based approach, under all of the data sizes. Meanwhile, the effectiveness of correlation query (Figure 8 ) is much higher than the similarity matching query.
We also evaluate the scalability on the NSF dataset. Since the records in the NSF dataset are not labeled with categories, we only conduct the experiments in terms of time Figure 11 . We get similar curves of time costs as the results shown in Figure 8 on RCV1 dataset. The time costs increase linearly as the increase of data size. When the threshold is set to be η = 0.6, the time costs of correlation query are comparable to the similarity matching-based query. On the other hand, as the same results as described in the previous experiments, the correlation query is more effective than the similarity matching approach.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, motivated by the significance of supporting correlation query over set record in databases, we propose a novel query framework for set correlation query by using RDBMS facilities. To our best knowledge, this is the first work on supporting set correlation query inside databases, and only the Pearson's correlation can be implemented to construct token correlations by using current RDBMS facilities. Thereby, we study a novel correlation coefficient to extend Pearson's correlation, and provide a pure-SQL implementation inside databases. We emphasize this pure-SQL implementation of set correlation query inside RDBMS, which can be naturally extended to set correlation join over set records as well. Moreover, our theoretical analysis proves that, with a proper setting of filtering on token correlations, we can improve the query efficiency with a little effectiveness loss. Finally, our experiments demonstrate the superiority of our approach in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency.
